PROPOSAL FOR DRAFT CORRIGENDUM 1 TO SUPPLEMENT 25
TO THE 03 SERIES OF AMENDMENTS TO REGULATION No. 37
(Filament lamps)

Submitted by the expert from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)

Note: The text reproduced below was prepared by the expert from IEC in order to correct the cap designation for lamps of category P13W. The modification to the current text of the Regulation is marked in bold characters.

Note: This document is distributed to the Experts on Lighting and Light-Signalling only.
A. PROPOSAL

Annex 1.

Sheet P13W/2, the IEC cap designation, correct "Cap PG18.5d" to read "Cap PG18.5d-1".

B. JUSTIFICATION

The key number "1" was forgotten in the original proposal TRANS/WP.29/2004/50, adopted by WP.29 and AC.1 at their November 2004 sessions.

This proposal for a Corrigendum was confirmed by the light source experts from GTB, the initial submitter of the specifications for P13W.